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Today

Which conversations are difficult?

Why?

My difficult conversations

Common pitfalls

Sharing ideas, tips



The one who walked out

The one who cried

The one who agreed anything, as long as it was green

The one who used to be an auditor

The one where I carried on, and on, and on

Some of my own difficult conversations



Typical situations

• Fact finding / information gathering

• Planning meetings

• Debrief / feedback meetings



Why are these 

challenging?

• Lack of knowledge / understanding

• Time / other pressures

• Defensiveness

• Comes with the territory?

• “What do you know?”

• Nerves

• Lack of planning

• Quiet / reticent colleagues

• Colleagues who won’t stop talking

• Differing views / risk appetite

• Organisational culture



Nick Robinson, 

Radio 4 Today

October 2021

Prime Minister, 

stop talking.



The 7 Cs of 

communication

Concise

Complete

Coherent

Clear

Courteous

Concrete

Correct



PITFALLS



Hiding behind notes / tech “I can do eye contact”



“Yes, Good”



MY TOP TIPS



PEACE framework

Planning & preparation

Engage & explain

Account, clarification, & challenge

Closure

Evaluate



PREPARATION
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2

3

4

5

Prioritise time and focus for the meeting



Avoiding a list



Avoiding a list



For feedback meetings

Condition

Criteria

Cause

Risk



Evaluate

In the meeting

• Have we achieved everything we 

need to?

• Actions & next steps

After the meeting

• Follow through on your agreed 

actions

• Give / get feedback from colleagues

• What went well, what would you do 

differently - & why



How do auditors react 

with difficult feedback 

about ourselves?



The one who walked out

The one who cried

The one who agreed anything, as long as it was green

The one who used to be an auditor

The one where I carried on, and on, and on

What would I have done differently?



What works for you?



Questions?



Contact me

rachel.bowden@thinkingaudit.co.uk

07773 055 981

Connect with me on

@thinkingaudit
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